Education

The Perfect Gift
Together we follow God’s call responding to human suffering and
graduating communities from extreme poverty. Our vision is to see all
forms of poverty ended worldwide.

About Food for the Hungry
We seek to end ALL forms of human poverty by going into the hard places and closely walking
with the world’s most vulnerable people. We provide life-changing resources such as clean
water, medical aid, food, equal educational opportunities to girls and boys, vocational training
and empowerment in the midst of unimaginable hardships. We’re moved and inspired by our
Christian belief that every person has intrinsic value and that it’s our responsibility to advocate
for the poor and marginalized.
Our view of poverty is holistic and complex. Our solutions are innovative and communityspecific. We are grateful to be invited into the communities we serve and work side-by-side with
local leaders responding to their needs with transformative solutions, which are both sustainable
and implemented at the hands of the communities themselves.
We were created for this work. We are ending poverty, together.
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Education
How Your Gift Will Be Used
HOPE. That’s what an education means for those living in
poverty — child and adult learners alike. Your gift of tools and
resources they need to learn reading, writing, math, and
practical vocational skills enables them to dream big, hope
for a future outside of poverty ... and know, one day, they will
achieve it!

A TANGIBLE GIF T OF
								
ITEM

has been given in your honor to help
the hungry around the world.
This is the best kind of present — one that transforms lives. May
you be blessed to know that you’re part of restoring hope for
children and families across the globe.
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